
Analog IC Design - MOS Equations Professor Robucci

1 Small AC Signals: Notation, Terminology and Symbology1

Signal De�nition QuantiySubscript
Notation

Total instantaeous value of
the signal

qS

DC value of the signal QS

AC value of the signal qs

Complex variable, phasor,
or RMS value of the signal

Qs

[�gure ref. in footnote]

Figure 1: There are four types of signals referred to in circuit operation . The small-signal AC circuit is drawn using
the AC values.

2 Small-Signal Models

(a) (b) (c)

Main Components:
cdb,csb: junction depletion capacitance
cgd: overlap capacitance, possible channel capacitance
cgs: overlap capacitance, possible channel capacitance
cgb: channel-encroachment capacitance, possible series oxide-depletion capacitance

(d)

Figure 2: NMOS Small Signal. (a)NMOS Symbol. The source and drain are distinguished in circuit operation by
the source node having the lower potential. (b)Small Signal Model based on bulk reference (c) Small Signal Model
based on source reference (d) small-signal capacitors to add to model

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 3: PMOS Small Signal. (a) PMOS Symbol. The source and drain are distinguished in circuit operation by
the source node having the higher potential. (b) PMOS Small Signal Model based on source reference. As compared
to the NMOS, voltage polarities and current directions are reversed. (c) PMOS Small Signal Model based on source
reference. Changing the directions of the currents is the same as introducing negatives in the expressions, so drawn
another way the PMOS small-signal model is the same as for the NMOS. (d) PMOS Small Signal Model based on
source reference. My preferred rendering with the source on the top.

1[http://aicdesign.org/courseresources.html Lecture 010 - Introduction (3/24/10) page 010-26 ]



3 Large-Signal Above Threshold Equations for Standard Enhancement-

Mode MOSFETs2

Some of these Equations that use absolute values. For the respective terms, the assumptions is assume, Vtn > 0
and V tp < 0 and that VGS, VDS > 0 for an NFET and VSG, VSD > 0 for a PFET

Table 1: Transistor Parameters and Values for Model of Large-Signal Operation. For PMOS: (1) swap ntype and ptype regions, (2)

swap role of electroncs and holes, (3) reverse voltage polarities, (4) reverse current directions [CMOS Logic Circuit Design, Uyemura, pg

19]. These assume nFETs have positive threshold voltages and pFETs have negative threshold voltages.

Quantity NFET Formula PFET Formula

Oxide capacitance C ′ox,n = εox
tox,n

C ′ox,p = εox
tox,p

Process

Transconductance

k
′

n = µnC
′
ox,n k

′

p = µpC
′
ox,p

Saturation Drain

Current

drain to source:

IDS,sat =
k
′
n

2
W
L (VGS − Vtn)

2

source to drain:

ISD,sat =
k
′
p

2
W
L (VSG − |Vtp|)2

Uni�ed Equation ID,sat = k
′

2
W
L (|Vgs| − |Vt|)2

;k
′

= µC ′ox

Drain current

(active/sat) with

channel length

modulation

IDS = IDS,sat (1 + λVDS) ISD = ISD,sat (1 + λVSD)

Uni�ed Equation ID = ID,sat (1 + λ |VDS|)
Drain current

(active/sat) with

channel length

modulation w/

continuity to

non-sat I-V curve

IDS = IDS,sat (1 + λn (VDS − VDS,sat)) ISD = ISD,sat (1 + λp (VSD − VSD,sat))

Uni�ed Equation ID = ID,sat (1 + λ (|VDS| − |VDS,sat|))
Drain current

(triode)

IDS =
µnCox,n

2
W
L

(
2 (VGS − Vtn)VDS − V 2

DS

) ISD =
µpCox,p

2
W
L

(
2 (VSG − |Vtp|)VSD − V 2

SD

)
Uni�ed Equation ID =

µC′
ox

2
W
L

(
2 (|VGS| − |Vt|) |VDS| − |VDS|2

)
Threshold voltage Vtn =

Vtn,0 + γn

[√
2φ0,n + VSB −

√
2φ0,n

]
;

φo,n = φf,n+∆φ0,n ≈ φf,n+6φt or justφf,n

2φf,n = 2φtln
(
NA

ni

)
;φt = kT

q

Vtp = Vtp,0 −
γp

[√
2φ0,p + VBS −

√
2φ0,p

]
φ0,p =

φf,p+∆φ0,p ≈ φf,p−6φt or justφf,p2φf,p =

2φtln
(
ND

ni

)
;φt = kT

q

Threshold voltage

parameter

γn = 1
C′

ox,n

√
2qεSiNA γp = 1

C′
ox,p

√
2qεSiND

Saturation

Boundary

(Vtn is positive)
Gate:

VGS > Vtn

Drain:
VDX > VGX − Vtn →VGD < Vtn

or VDS > VGS − Vtn

(Vtp is negative)
Gate:

VGS < Vtp or VSG > −Vtpor VSG > |Vtp|
Drain:

VDX < VGX + |Vtp| → VDG < |Vtp| or
VSD > VSG − |Vtp| or VSD > VSG + Vtp

Uni�ed Equations inversion on source-end of channel:
|VGS| > |Vt|

no-inversion on drain end of channel:
|VDS| > |VGS| − |Vt|

2http://www.amazon.com/CMOS-Logic-Circuit-Design-Uyemura/dp/0792384520



4 Small Signal Parameters

Table 2: Above-Threshold Small-Signal Operation (Active/Saturated Region). Conventions for this table: (1) For
the NMOS equations the absolute value operators may be removed. For the PMOS equations the absolute value
operators may be removed if the argument is negated. (2)ID is POSITIVE for a NMOS: ID = IDS, and NEGATIVE
for a PMOS, ID = −ISD . The variable capacitances are small-signal capacitances in the sense that they calculated
using the bias point and they represent the additional charge required to change the voltage by some amount, rather
than the ratio of total charge to total voltage.

Quantity Formula

Top-gate
transconduc-

tance

gm = d|ID|
d|VGS| = k

′

n/p
W
L

(
|VGS| −

∣∣VT(n/p)

∣∣) =
√

2 |ID| k
′

n/p
W
L

Transconductance-
to-current

ratio

gm
|ID| = 2

|VGS|−|Vt(n/p)|

Body-e�ect
transconduc-

tance

gmb = d|ID|
d|VBS| = γ

2
√

2φf+|VSB|
gm = ηgm

Source
Transconduc-

tance

gs = − d|ID|
d|VSB| = gm + gmb = (η + 1) gm = ngm = 1

κgm

Channel-length
modulation
parameter

λ = 1
Leff

dLR
d|VDS| ;λ ≈

1
VA

(note: it is common for a single λ to be provided and used

for hand calculations, but it should be varied for di�erent lengths)

Output
resistance

gd = d|ID|
d|VD| = 1

rd
, rd = 1

λID
= Leff

ID

(
dLR

d|VD|

)−1

E�ective
channel length

Leff = Ldrawn − 2LD− LR

Maximum gain gmrd = 1
λ

2

|VGS|−|Vt(n/p)| ≈
2VA

|VGS|−|VT(n/p)|
Source-body
depletion
capacitance

csb = CSB0(
1+
|VSB|
ψ0

)0.5

Drain-body
depletion
capacitance

cdb = CDB0(
1+
|VDB|
ψ0

)0.5

Gate-source
capacitance

cgs = 2
3WLCox

Transistion
frequency

fT = gm
2π(cgs+cgd+cgb)

3

3[Derived heavily from Gray-Meyer 4th edition pg 73 http://www.amazon.com/Analysis-Design-Analog-Integrated-
Circuits/dp/0470245999 ]



5 Capacitances4

5.1 Junction Capacitances

Figure 4: The sides and bottom of the physical junc-
tions have di�erent grading in their doping pro�le.

Figure 5: Side and Bottom Junction Plates.

Figure 6: Junction Capacitance Model

The source-to-bulk and drain-to-bulk junctions are
reverse-biased P-N junctions (forward-biased is usuall
bad). The non-linear junction capacitances are modeled
as follows: C =

C0A(
1− VJ

Vj0

)m (1)

Mathematically looking at this, in the denominator
there is Vj/Vj0 as the ratio of the voltage accross the junc-
tion to the built-in potential and there is an experimentally
determined power coe�cient m that quanti�es the grading
of the gradual n-p transistion of the junction , Figure 4.

In the numerator, there is a capacitance-per-unit-area
C0 taken at Vj = Vj0 and it is multiplied by the area of the
p-n junction. This is valid for negative junction voltages
(Vj is negative for reverse bias), which is typical for we will
have, and up until a limited forward bias potential.

Now, the source and drain are 3-D structures sitting
inside the bulk, and we will treat the bottom area and
sidewall (perimeter) parts distinctly, Figure 5. While the
source can be denoted S and drain as D, the equations
are essentially the same so we denote them both as X as
a substitute for S or D in uni�ed equations. equation (4)
is provided for voltages up to FC×PB, beyond which the
model transistions to a di�erent expression, see the dashed
line in Figure 6 for the capacitance model.

cBX = CjswxPX + CjxAX (2)

cjswx =
CJSW0(

1− VBX

PB

)MJSW
(3)

cjx =
CJ0(

1− VBX

PB

)MJ
for VBX ≤ (FC) (PB) (4)

PB: bulk-junction potential

φB = UT ln
(
NaNd
n2
i

)
;Ut =

kT
q

AX area of juntion

PX: perimeter of juction

FC forward-bias non-ideal junction capacitance

coe�cient (u 0.5)

MJ bulk-junction grading coe�cient for the bottom

(1/2for ideal step p-n junction, 1/3 for graded)

MJSW similar to MJ, but it is the bulk-junction grading

coe�cient for side-walls. (a separate coe�cient

may be provided for internal channel-side plate)

CJ0: zero-bias VBX = 0 junction capacitance per unit

area. Since we are using the junction

reverse-biased, this represents an upper-bound

estimate. Typically this value is given or you can

use
√

qεsiNsub
2PB

or
√

qεsiNsub
4φF

.

CJSW0 zero-bias VBX = 0 junction capacitance per unit

length. Since we are using the junction

reverse-biased, this represents an upper-bound

estimate for capacitance. Typically this is given

or can use
√

qεsiNsub
2PB

× junction depth.

4Derived heavily from [ http://aicdesign.org/courseresources.html ]



5.2 Gate Capacitance

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 7: (a) Drawn and E�ective Transistor Channel (b) Depiction of di�usion under gate, reducing the e�ective
channel length (c) Slice of Channel showing Field-Oxide Enchroachment under ends of the gate

5.2.1 Manufacturer Provided Parameters:

LD Lateral Di�usion

WE Field-oxide channel encroachment

CGB0 zero-bias gate-to-bulk overlap-due-to-�eld-ox-encroachment capacitance per unit length

CGD0 zero-bias gate-to-drain overlap capacitance per unit length

CGS0 zero-bias gate-to-source overlap capacitance per unit length

5.2.2 Terms

Ldrawn Drawn Length

Leff Leff = LDrawn − 2LD

WDrawn Drawn Width

Weff Weff = WDrawn − 2WE

Cfoe Gate-Bulk Capacitance from �eld oxide encroachment area in channel (birds peak)

C ′ov Gate-Junction capacitance from di�usion under gate per unit length

Cov Gate-Junction total capacitance from di�usion under gate for one end of channel

C ′ox gate-to-channel-surface oxide capacitance per unit area

Cox total gate-to-channel-surface oxide capacitance

Cdep bulk-to-channel-surface oxide capacitance per unit area



5.2.3 Equations for Small-Signal Gate Capacitance in Various Regions of Operation
In checking multiple sources including simulation model documentation, the use of drawn vs e�ective dimentions

particularly for hand calculations varies. Simulation models apply bias and geometry dependant adjustments to
drawn dimentions. Additionally, the inside (channel-side) junction wall should sometimes be treated di�erently than
the three walls in calculating junction-bulk capacitances but often is not.
Cut-O�

Figure 8: Cuto�, no inversion layer
cGB∗ ≈WeffLeff

(
C ′ox||C ′dep

)
≈WeffLeff (1/ (1/C′

ox + 1/C′
dep)) max is WeffLeffC

′
ox

cGB ≈ cGB∗ + 2Cfoe ≈ CoxWeffLeff + 2 · CGB0 · Ldrawn

cGS ≈ Cov ≈ C ′ox · LD ·Weff ≈ CGS0 ·Weff

cGD ≈ Cov ≈ C ′ox · LD ·Weff ≈ CGD0 ·Weff

Active/Linear/Non-Sat Region

Figure 9: Non-sat, inversion layer spans the length of the gate (the delpletion capacitance conductance is small
enough to be ignored here)(remember false depiction of inversion layer depth)
cGB ≈ 2Cfoe ≈ 2CGB0·Ldrawn

cGS ≈ Cov + 1/2CCHANNEL ≈ C ′ox(LD + 1/2Leff)Weff ≈ (CGS0 + 1/2C ′oxLeff)Weff

cGD ≈ Cov + 1/2CCHANNEL ≈ C ′ox (LD + 1/2Leff)Weff ≈ (CGD0 + 1/2C ′oxLeff)Weff

Saturation

Figure 10: Saturation, the �eld at the drain pulls charge from the inversion layer helping transfer of current (remember
false depiction of depth)
cGB ≈ 2Cfoe ≈ 2CGB0 (Ldrawn)
cGS ≈ Cov + 2/3 (WeffLeffC

′
ox) ≈ C ′ox (LD + 2/3Leff)Weff

cGD ≈ Cov ≈ C ′oxLeff Weff ≈ CGD0Weff
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Figure 11: Channel Capacitance Per Unit Area. When the gate is at a low potential (negative), we have accumulation
of mobile majority carriers at the channel surface and the oxide thickness is the only separation between the charge
on each cpacitor plate. As the gate voltage is increased, we deplete the majority carriers instead forming a series
capacitance of the oxide cap and depletion cap. As the gate voltage is increased, the distance to mobile carriers
is increased as the depletion width increases � leading to an depletion cap. value descrease and thus the series
capacitance value falls. As the gate voltage is increases even further, mobile minority carriers are attracted to the
surface, reducing the capacitor plate separation to just the oxide thickness and thus increasing the gate capacitance
again.

Figure 12: Gate-to- source and drain capacitance. Once an inversion layer forms on the source side, the plate area
under the channel becomes connected to the source increasing the gate-to-source capacitance. Once the gate is raised
further, the inversion layer reaches the drain and we consider the channel capacitance to besplit between them

.



6 Resistance Equations for Looking into Drain and Source
6.1 Looking into drain

Figure 13: Cascode

r = gsrdsRs + rds + Rs (when using gm and gmb model instead of gm and gs, the gmb term is often ignored and
r = gmrdsRs + rds +Rs is written)

r ≈ gsrdsRs if gsrdsand gsRs are large.

6.2 Looking into source

Figure 14: Common Gate

r = RD+rds

1+gsrds

as before, you will sometimes see r = RD+rds
1+gmrds

if gmb is ignored

note the following approximations (assuming gsrds � 1)

if RD�rds,

r ≈ RD

gsrds

if RD ≈ rds,

r ≈ 2
gs

if RD � rds,

r = 1
gs
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